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Project: Educate Children with ABACUS/VEDIC MATHS

More often than not, when students are asked which subject they find the most difficult, the
answer is unanimous — Mathematics. Out of the various academic subjects, Math is
considered as the least favourite of all! From an early age, students struggle in solving basic
sums and calculations, and as they begin to grow, solving difficult equations feels like a
distant dream to them. In the majority of the cases, it has been found out that students are
anticipated with great apprehension for this subject. After much study and reflection, the
School Management is going forward to introduce ABACUS/VEDIC MATH Programmes for
the 2023-24. These two programmes not only will eliminate fear of Maths from students’
minds but also will develop interest in children to learn maths.
Let me give you a detailed description of the project. ABACUS for Classes Class I to V and
VEDIC MATH is for Classes VI to IX.

Benefit of learning ABACUS:
Children who learn the abacus generally achieve higher academic performance not only in
arithmetic but also in all subjects because of the concentration. Abacus training increases
concentration. It also gives the ability to solve arithmetic problems by looking at it once and
working it out mentally. On solving arithmetic problems mentally, children become proud on
their capacity, which helps in the growth of confidence. It helps them to become successful in
all areas.

Why ABACUS?
In this competitive era, every kid needs a proper direction to dig out their
hidden potential to be the best. Every parent hopes that their children
should be the best. In support to their view, abacus training is one of the
best training to make a child brainy, talented, and to master his mind.
This training gives confidence to face competitive exams. A slow learner
is also able to show performance much before than expected with greater
skill.

Speed up with Speed /Vedic Mathematics:
Vedic Mathematics is very useful. One can solve even 14 digit
calculations in seconds. We all know everybody is not a genius or we
can say that everybody is not born a genius. In doing mathematical
calculations, many times it happens that the school system is not
sufficient enough to teach the simplest and easiest way of learning
and understanding. The system of Vedic Mathematics helps us to gain
lightning speed in doing Mathematical calculations. The system of
Vedic Mathematics is based on16 sutras and 13 sub sutras. This programme also helps the
school students in making their day today's maths easy.
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Fee: Rs.1200/- Per child/Per Year. The amount will be collected along with the books during
books sale. Prescribed books & stationeries for Abacus/ Vedic Maths Programme will be
distributed to students after the reopening.
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